Publications on the basis of Eurostat microdata
Fields marked with * are mandatory.

Dear researcher,
Your research project with European microdata has recently ended. To inform us on the publications from
the project, please complete the form below. Provision of this information are part of the finalisation of the
project. Eurostat will publish the list of publications on a website. This will generate some extra visibility of
the results of your project; the list is also helpful for future researchers that want to use the same
microdata.
You find this number in the agreement and in the invitation email.
In case you have more than one publication resulting from your project, you can open a new form for
each publication. Alternatively, you may just mention the most important or comprehensive publication
and list other publications in the free text field at the end of the form.
If the publication is submitted, but not yet published, or in case of other restrictions, please indicate in the
appropriate field.
Thank you for your participation,
The Eurostat microdata access team
* Research Project identifier-RPP (eg. 279/2017)
You find the RPP number in the invitation email and in the agreement.

* Which datasets were used?
Select on the datasets that were actually used for producing the results.

LFS
EU-SILC
ECHP
CIS
SES
AES
ERFT
EHIS
CVTS
CSIS
MMD
HBS
* What is the title of the publication?
In case of more than one publication, select the most important or comprehensive one and list the others in the free test field at the end
of the form.
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If the publication is not in English, French or German, please add a translation of the title

* Type of publication
Article in scientific journal: specify the journal
Article or chapter in a book: specify book and publisher
Book: specify the publisher
Public working paper: specify the series
Conference proceedings: specify the proceedings
PhD or Master thesis: specify the institution
Technical report or manual: specify the institution
Other: please specify
* Please specify depending on the type of publication
For instance, name of the journal, the book, the working paper series

Please indicate any restrictions on access to the publication
For instance, if the publication is submitted, but not yet published

* Name(s) of Author(s)
Order and format as in the publication

* Keywords of the publication
Text of 4 to 100 characters will be accepted

Abstract of the publication
Text of 40 to 2000 characters will be accepted

* Language of the publication
Text of 2 to 20 characters will be accepted
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* Year of publication (YYYY)
Text of 4 to 4 characters will be accepted

* How is the publication accessible to the public?
DOI
URL
Other way (ISBN, ISSN, not yet available)
* DOI of the publication
A digital object identifier (DOI) is a unique alphanumeric string assigned by the International DOI Foundation

* URL of the publication
Web address of the electronic publication

* Other way to access the publication
For forthcoming publications, indicate where and how they will be published

Additional information, especially on other publications from the project
You can also enter additional publications through a separate form; this will increase the visibility of the publication.

Briefly summarise the main finding of your research
100 character(s) maximum
Think of a headline: Germany has the highest xxx-rate in the EU. Children do not yyy. Elderly persons with a dog often have zzz.

What is your name?
In case we need to contact you to clarify something; this information will not be published
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* Your professional email address
Preferably not a private email address; this information will not be published
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